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Comparison of Cyclotron and Linacs for High-Intensity-Beam Applications 

Tarlochan S .  Bhatia", Andrew Jason, and C. Thomas Mottershead 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 

Richard Cooper 
Amparo Corporation 

Abstract 

This is the final report of a two-year, Laboratory Directed Research and 
Development (LDRD) project at the Los Alamos National Laboratory 
(LANL). The goals of this project were three-fold: (1) to understand the 
current level of cyclotron design expertise especially in the areas of space- 
charge modeling and simulation codes, (2) to develop a better understanding 
of the capabilities and limitations of circular machines, especially in the area 
of current limits, and (3) to stay abreast of the developments at other 
institutions in the area of high-current circular machines. These goals were 
partially met especially in the area of code development for the application of 
linac codes to motion of ions in a circular orbit. We were also able to 
continue our interactions with the other institutions working in this area. 

Background and Research Objectives 
Currently, two types of high-intensity sub-GeV ion accelerators are in use as 

drivers for accelerator-driven neutron sources. The first of these is the Los Alamos 
Neutron Science Center (LANSCE) linac, which accelerates up to 1 mA of ions to an 
energy of 800 MeV. (Presently, only a maximum of 70-80 pA of the 800-MeV proton 
beam is used for neutron production. The full 1 mA of the accelerated beam is, however, 
available for delivery to a neutron production target). The second class of accelerator in use 
is the cyclotron at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) where, again -1 mA of proton beam is 
accelerated to 600 MeV and used for neutron production. Projects involving transmutation 
of nuclear waste and energy production using accelerators as drivers, for example, require 
substantially larger beam powers than either the linacs or the existing cyclotron devices are 
producing. Substantially higher-power linacs have already been designed. Since 
cyclotrons use rf power more efficiently by making multiple turns through the rf cavities, 
there may be a substantial cost advantage over linacs. Our investigation focuses on the 
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possibility of designing a GeV cyclotron that can accelerate beam currents of 10 mA or 
more. 

Importance to LANL’s Science and Technology Base and National R&D 
Needs 

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has an abiding interest in accelerator 
technology. In addition to the short, pulsed spallation source (SPSS) program based on 
the LANSCE linac, two other projects currently in varying stages of development are the 
acceleration production of tritium (APT) and the transmutation of waste (ATW). The first 
of these two uses a high power linac. The other could also use a linac but if a cyclotron- 
based system could be shown to be cost effective, then we would have developed an 
alternative. It may be useful to develop a better understanding of the capabilities and 
limitations of circular machines. 

Scientific Approach and Accomplishments 
The accelerator community has had many years of experience with linac design 

codes such as PARMILA. As the linac projects evolved, requiring higher beam currents 
for linacs, this design and simulation code has undergone numerous modifications 
concerning its ability to handle space-charge effects. The design codes for circular 
machines, on the other hand, have not had to deal with high currents, and thus are limited 
in their ability to properly include effects due to space charge forces for machines with 
higher beam currents. We are seeking ways to use the linac codes, with their already built- 
in capabilities for space-charge calculations, for applications to circular machines. In order 
to be able to do so, we need to modify the linac codes. For these modifications to be 
credible, one must apply the modified linac codes to an existing cyclotron to benchmark the 
operation. PSI’S 590-MeV, 1-mA cyclotron is an excellent candidate for this 
benchmarking. There is actual operational data available through years of use. The 
modified linac codes could be used to compare the simulated results with actual data. This 
would enhance the confidence in the use of linac codes for simulating the high-current 
behavior of cyclotrons. 

and radial motion in linear accelerators. Can this code with appropriate modifications be 
used to track particles in a ring cyclotron? The simplest approach is to “straighten” the 
dynamics of particle motion into a series of straight sections (each representing one orbit) 
followed by focusing magnets and rf acceleration gaps. This method has been considered 
resulting in a technical note (Attachment I) describing the modifications the PARMILA 
code might need to accomplish this calculation with a suggestion on how to handle the 

The PAFWULA code is an established, well-documented code for calculating phase 
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space-charge calculation. The applicability of such a modified linac code to the PSI 
cyclotron is discussed in the attachment. 

One major concern for the design and operation of a high-intensity cyclotron device 
is the role played by space-charge forces, since these determine the limiting current and the 
energy spread. The energy spread in turn determines the losses at extraction. The losses 
throughout the overall cycle of operation must be kept to a minimum to insure 
maintainability of the facility without the need for remote handling. An internal technical 
note (Attachment 11) describes the modeling for high-intensity isochronous cyclotrons. 

cyclotron, one should take into account how the vacuum chamber walls affect the 
distribution of the fields of a point charge. Specifically, how does the field in the median 
plane drop off with distance from the point charge? This fall off is important because it 
determines the number of turns one should include in the calculation of the median plane 
space-charge field. This is described in an internal note (Attachment IU). 

of the beam was examined. This field acts on particles at the leading and trailing edges of 
the beam, increasing the energy of the particles in the lead, and decreasing the energy of 
those in the trail. This increased energy spread leads to an increase in the radial extent of 
the beam. Incorporation of an inductive wall in the regions of the cyclotron in which the 
beam drifts can compensate for the longitudinal space charge electric field. A simplified 
analysis is described in an internal note (Attachment IV). 

As part of this project we have kept abreast of developments in the area of high- 
current circular machine ideas [l-31. We have worked closely with the Yerevan Physics 
Institute, which has submitted a proposal for ISTP funding. 

In considering how one should include space-charge forces in an isochronous 

Finally, the effects due to the presence of the longitudinal space charge elect& field 
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Atttchnent I 

Thoughts on Using the PARMILA Code to 
Simulate the PSI Ring Cyclotron 

R. K. Cooper, Amparo Corporation 

The P A M U  code is an established, documented code for calculating 
phase and radial motion in h e a r  accelerators. The question arises, “Can 
this code be used to track particles in a ring cyclotron such 8s the 590 
MeV machtne at the Paul Sdierrer Institute (PSI)?” The first impulse is 
to “strmghten” the machine into a series of straight sections, followed by 
bending magnets and acceierstion gaps. In this note I outiine what modi- 
fications to the PARMfLA code might need to be d e  to accompfish this 
calculation, finding with a Suggestion on how to handle the spacecharge 
calculation. 

As shown m Figs. 1 and 2, the PSI ring cyclotron has eight bending mag- 
nets and four RF cavities. with a number of & regions between the bending 
magnets. A short digression follows here to provide an understanding of the 
functlonmg of the nng cyclotron. 

The ciassical cvdotron is a device in which partick circulate with angular 
velocity L+ in a uniform magnetic field of strength B, each partide receiving 
an energy kick twice per tun from a constant-frequency RF voltage with 
angular frequency u,. The angular frequency of revohtion of the particle is 
gwen by 

W E = - ,  9B 
F 

and is a constant if 7 is constant. But since 7 is the total particle energy 
divided by the rest-mass energy, and since the aim of the cyclotron is to 
increase the partide energy, it is clear that, in order to maintain synchronism 
with the constant-frequency RF system, the magnetic field strength acting 
on the partides with energy +ym? must be proportional to 7. 

Now the radius at which a particle of energy # circulates is 

where (Bp] is the magnetic rigidity of the particie~. Fiam this hst equation 
we obtain the relation 

(3) 
W,‘.‘ -- 1 -I-- 
c 2 -  r2 
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Figure 1: The 590 MeV ring qciotron at the Pad Scherrer Institute. 
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Figure 2: A photograph of the 590 MeV ring cyclotron. 
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Figure 3: A magnetic field decreasing in strength with radius provides a 
restoring force to panicles above or below the median plane, while a magnetic 
field increasing with radius forces such particles further from the midplane. 

Thus the magnetic field strength as a fmctim of radius required to keep the 
circulation angular frequency of the particles constant is 

where Bo is the central field strength. The problem with this scheme, how- 
ever, is that particles above or below the median plane will be forced away 
from this plane, as shown in Fig. 3, and ultimately they will be lost from 
the machine. 
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Figure 4: By providing drift spaces it  is possible to allow for vertical focusing. 

The way around th is  vertical instabity is to slice-the magnet into pie- 
shaped pieces and then to separate the pieces so that there are drift spaces 
between the magnas as shown in Fig.4. "hen in the drift spacw we can 
put vertical focusing elements. What is done in practice is to c u m  the edges 
of the pieshaped pieces so that the particles being acderateci emter the 
magnetic field at an angle- The fringe field of the magnet acts to p d  the 
particles toward the median p h e .  with a focal length given by 

-=-tan$, 1 B 
f P P I  

where @ is the angle at which the particle enters the magnet. This edge 
focusing work both upon entering the fieid and upon exiting the field. An 
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inspection of Fig. 1 shows that it is necessary to increase the d u e  of Y: as 
the energy of the particle increases. Le., moves to larger radii. 

The measure of the rate of increase or decrease of the strength of the 
magnetic field that proves to be most us& is called the field indez. given 
the symbol n and defined as 

Xote that n IS positive for a magnetic field which becomes weaker with radius- 
Given the above introduction, then, we can start to imagine tradring 

particles througn a nng cydotron. Let us start by considering a drift -am 
between magnet sectors. Aside from the space-charge forces which we will 
discuss late: w e  can treat fhe drift h o s t  as we would treat any other drift 
space. Because tne length of this drift depends on the turn number of the 
reference o m :  there will be a first-order correction to the length of the 
drift. That I S  L,  = Ln,* + L’x. where 3: is m d  from the reference 
orbit. The time of flight through the drift will be t ,  = Ln/v = L,,/% +6u = 

Then we encounter the edge of a sector magnet. Even though the edge 
angle IS a function of position, it is sufficient to use simply the matrix 
for an edge because to first order in small quantities only the vertical off- 
set of a particle iduences the change in vertical motion. That is. the 
expression for the change in the slope of the orbit in the vertical direc- 
tion A p z / p  = B/[Bp]o  tantboz( 1 - 6p/p)(l - sec2 &z) reduces simply to 
A p , / p  = B/[Bp]o tanJtoz to first order in s m d  quantities. 

In the magnet the eqktions of motion (3: is horizontal, measured from 
the reference orbit, and z is vertical, measured from the midplane) are 

(Ln/~oug)(l  - d t w d  = (LTl/%)[l- (l/,u2)6p/po]. 

1 - n  16p 
-5 d2 + -2 = -- 

P P  ds2 p2 

-2 dz + -2 n = 0 
ds2 p2 

For a magnetic field given by Eq. (4) the field index n has the d u e  
n = -o2?, which ranges between -0.167 and -1.69 for protons in the range 
from 75 to 600 MeV. As the field index n is negative, the t motion wiil 
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be exponential in character. while the horizontd motion is oscillatov. The 
soiution of the equations of motion are then 

P W P  
z(s) = al c o s ( J G s / p )  + a2 s i n ( J X s / p )  + - 1 - n ,  

. 

and 

In terms of the initial conditions upon entry into the magnetic sector, these 
soiutions yeid the transfer matrix for the norizoontal motion, where 6 = As/p 

whiie for the vertical motion we have 

For purposes of tracking it is probabip best to use the transfer matrices 
such as those used in TRANSPORT whicb indude the longitudinal separa- 
tion of a given particle from the reference particle. That is, one should track 
six-component vectors (z,~', y, y', 6p/p,  ai). This iongitudinai separation is 
required to  give the correct energy imp& to a particle as it passes through 
the accelerating cavity. 

The R F  accelerating gap in a'ring cydotron is unlike that in any linw 
accelerator. The resonator is a rectangular bax with the d e r a t i n g  gap in 
the broad face of the box. This construction gives an acceierating electric 
field which can have a marked radial distribution. In treating off-axis particle 
motion the z - z distribution will have to be taken into account as well as 
the turn-by-turn variation. 

The space-charge calculation will not be as straightforward a~ calculating 
the electric and magnetic fields of a simple beam. Because the beam returns 
to the vicinity it occupied on the previous turn and wiil return again to this 
same vicinity on the next turn, one needs to think about the past, pneent, 

- 
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and the future. But since we are only interested in the steady state. there 
IS some hope for a reasonable caicuiation. I propose that in order to cal- 
d a t e  the space charge forces, that partides be initially tracked compieteiy 
Ignoring space charge. Then the turn-by-turn distribution can be taken as a 
ikst approxunation to thedistribution of charge in the machine in the steady 
state, and ths dmribution can be used to caicutate the electric fields of the 
beam. These fields can then be used to d c u l a t e  the motion of the parti- 
des throughout the machine. I suggest that the approach to  the steady-state 
solution be gradual. that is, after the first tracking establishes a charge dis- 
tribution. that the fields cdcuiated from that distribution be given only, say, 
one-tenth the strength appropriate to the actual beam charge. Then these 
fields, used to p e z k m  a second tracking, can be increased in strength track- 
ing by t r a m g  until the full strength is used and a self-consistent solution 
is achievea 
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Modeling High-Intensity Isochronous 
Cyclotrons for Neutron Production 

Richard K. Cooper. ,Ampar0 Corporation 
September 3.  1997 

Introduction 
There has been renewed interest in the use of isochronous cvclotrons for a p  
plications that requre continuous intense (10 mA) beams of medium-energy 
(. 1 GeI') protons 1 i ,  I2 . A workshop held in Santa Fe in December. 1995 stud- 
ied the feasibility or successfd design, construction, and operation of such 
q-ciarons. with :be conclusion that there was no fundamental obstacle to 
sucn success 3 . There arcse a number of concerns. however, requiring further 
= ~ i . i c i ~ .  I.;e\. among these concerns is the role plaved bv spacecharge forces. 
sinw thew d e t e r m e  rhe limiting current and the energy.spread. The energy 
q m ~ d  ii! I u m  deterrr~nes losses at extraction. Lcxses throughout the overall 
cycie GI operarim m u s  be kept to an absolute minimum to insure maintain- 
abiiit? oi the facility without the need for remote handling. It is the object of 
this propmai tct evaiuare the effects of space-charge forces on the beam-los 
probiem in isochronoiL= cyclotrons, specifically one designed to achieve 10 
\ T I f .  operation (see r 15. 1). The well-documented 590 MeV ring at the Paill 
Scnerrer institute (see rig. 2) will serve to benchmark these calculations. W e  
espect tcl determine whether halo formation will lead to unacceptably high 
levels cf beam loss. ma whether longitudinal space-chargeinduced energy 
spre,id can be held tc ievels consistent with clean extraction. The following 
table shows a campaxison of the 590 MeV PSI ring and the proposed 1 GeV 
ring. 

-. 
-. 

1 
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4 cavities 
5O.G.hlHz 

730 kV 
2.4 MeV 

2 

8 cavizies 
44.2 MHz 
1000 kV 
6.3 MeV 

sDecification 
C yciotron 
magnet 
estraction raaus 

RF s-ytem 
frequency 
peak voitaee 
ave. E-gain :ZTL 

Approach 

8 S e f t G r S  

4.fim 
12 sectors 

5.6im 

215 
4.3-8.Gmm 

5mrzl 
2.57; IllIll mad 

10= 

140 
5.6-10.4mm 
6 . 5 m  

57i Iz1zn mrad 
15"-30" 

In an i,sxhronous n 'c iaron the c i r d e r e n c e  of the equilibrium orbit as a 
iuncticlri bi erierg! satisfv the condition 

- -  C - r, =constant = - 27; . 
1' IJO 

-. i h e  circumference may be simpiy a circle resuiting from a masetic iield 
B ( r )  which is chosen t G  satisfy this condition, nameiy 

from which one obtains. using p = ?Smpc, 
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a CYCLOTRON for 10 HU BEAH POWER 
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Figure I: A ring designed to deliver 10 mA at 1 GeV. 
3 



wnere Bo -/;e. 3 s  increase in field strength with increasing energy 
(ana thus increasing radius') leads to unstable particle motion in the verti- 
cai direction !,perpendicular to the median plane), ana thus some vertical 
focussing is realured. This foocussing is provided by the fringe fields of the 
magnet:: showr?. IR E?. i and 2, which occasion the introduction of &if1 
spaces between the magnet sectors. The focal length of the fringe field is. for 
the vertical mcrion. 

(3) !Bpi 
Btanv ' fedge = 

where iBpj is ii?c sametic rigidity (= p / e )  of the proton and @ is the angle 
of entry into :ce m a e t .  Given reasonable separation of the equilibrium 
orbits turn 6.. -':z-. :,en. a tracking program would be built as follows: 

I. Fc,r eacr - 3 z : c : p  in the particle distribution. track the values of X. x'. 
- EV . y. !, :nc t, This last quantity is the longitudinal separation of 
the giver. tar::c:e and the reierence particle. 

2. Tiack pci::~cie Lcrough the drift regions (of varying, :abdatedlengthsl 
JLET as one WOUIC: track in any drift space. 

5. -41 the c i g e  (entry or exit) of a magnet, apply the edge-focusing thin 
lens transrormatiGd 49' = -y/ fedgc and Ax' = -x/ f-.. 

4 Track particies tizougn the bending magnet using the combined-function 
magnet Ea t rn  lzc iubg  the path-length cbfference term. 

i Track panicles tarough the rf gaps using the transformation 
Quantity I Gap heightd 

-IH- APT 

Gap height=% 
cob: CDGT w - 2 2  I -smo -z%T sin@& 1 . b ~  +-+- 

where Li is the cavity voltage, T is the usual transit time factor, and 
h-" = * / y c .  

G .  Calculate space-charge electric fields acting on the particles and apply 
these forces as kicks in the middle oi each drift region. (See more detail 
following. ) 

'In the Ay' equation a correction factor proportional to the magnet gap height divided 
by the square of the bencixng radw has been omtted for clarity of presentation. 
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The PSI separated-sector cyclotron. This machine accelerates protons from 72 to 590 MeV (1) Beam line 
from 72.MeV injector cyclotron, (2) magnetic inflector channel, (3) electrostalk Inflector, (4) one of eight sector 
magnets, (5) 901 01 correcting (Irlrn and harmnlc) coiia wound on a magnet pole, (6) one 01 loiir 50.MIit 
acceleraling cavlses, (7) coaxial H power transmlsslon line, (6) 1 W-MtIz "flat-top'' cavity, (9) beam diagrioslic 
probe (radial drive), (10) electroslatic deflector. ( t  1) magnet lo focus the deilecled beam, (12) seplum magnet. ( 13) 
extracted beam line (590 MeV). GJ 



0 6  

0 4  

0 

c 
Figure 3: The effeniverkss of a point charge between parallel conducting 
plates separated by a distance 2w. The plot is of r2EV plotted vs T / W  . If 
there were no conducting plates above and below the charge this plot would 
be a horizontal straight line at ordinate d u e  1. 

- 
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Attachnent 111 

Point Charge Between Parallel Plates 
Richard K. Cooper 

Amparo Corporation 

In considering how one should include space-charge forces in an isochrc- 
DGU cyciotron. one should take into account how the vacuum chamber walls 
d e c t  the distribution of the fields of a point charge. Specifically how does 
the field in the median plane fall  off with distance from the point charge? 
This fall off is important because it determines how manv turns one should 
inciude in the cdcuiation of the median piane spacecharge field 

We start with a point charge located midway between pardel conducting 
piates separated by a distance 2w. We take the origin of coordinates at the 
location of the charge. with the z direction perpendicular to the piane of the 
plates. If-e use circular-cylinder mordinateS T ,  8: z and imagine that the 
cnarge is distributed as a surface charge density on the surface of a small 
cyiinder coi r a d u  Q extendmg from -w t<j zu in z. We shall subsequently let 
the r a d i u  a gc tC zerc. That is, we shali write the surface charge density on 
:he surface of a cyiinder of radius Q as 

4 
27ra a(a.zj = -6(z )  

Sotice that the integral JZw U(Q. =)27radt = q. 
IVe write the eienrostatic potential as a solution of Lapiace's equation in 

two regions. nameiy r > 
that vanishes at 2 = =w 

a and T < a. For T c a w e  must have a solution 
and that is finite at F = 0. Thus we write 

cp<(r.z) = 

while for the r&on T > a we need a soiution that goes to zero as F goes tci 
iniinity, so we write 

I .  

Sow that the potential forms have been chosen such that the potential is 
continuous at T = u. 



At the surface 7 = a the radial electric field must be dismntuous in the 
amount of the suriace charge density divided by €0. That is. 

0 - ( r  = a.2) - &.(T = a.2) = - , &> 
€0 

which is. in terms ci the potentials. 

Vsing the e s ~ r e s s 1 c z  for the potentials assumed above, we have 

where the S C D S C T : ~ :  a on the Bessel functions is to indicate that the argu- 
ment IS j a a  .!: c a  the prime means derivative with respect to the total 
argument n o w  nultipiy this last equation by m(knt /2u)  and integrate 
over : irorr - :c L. The cosine functions are orthogonai. yielding 

Y 

/ C C S ( ~ T Z / ~ W )  C O S ( ~ T Z / ~ W )  d- = ~ 6 k , ' .  
_I - *- 

The Bessei i u c t i c c =  satisfy the Wronskiau relationship 
1 I ; (x)Ko(r)  - K;(x)Io(x) = - . 
X 

allowing us tG w i r e  the res& of the integration as 

We thus arrive at the expression for the expansion coefficients u, 

Futting this expression into Eq. (3) for the potential outside the radius r = a 
gives us the potentiai written as 

2 
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.4t this point we can let a go to zero. with the res& that the 10 term goes to 
unity, so that our iinai expression for the potential of a point charge midway 
between two conducting parallel piates separated by a distance 2w io 

We can recover the free-space potentid by letting ‘UI go to inftnity. and 
converting the summation in this last equation to an imegnd. W e  do this 
conversion by letting x = j7;/2w. 50 that AX = Ajlr/2w = T / W .  since in the 
summation Aj = 2. Thus we write. in the limit as w goes to infinity so that 

From the integral tables of Ryzbik and Gradshteyn, Eq. 14 of Sec. 6.67’1, we 
have 

(14) 

Putting ths  result into the previous equation gives us the freespace potentid 
of a point charge 

where R is the distance from the point charge, R = d-. 
Let us now examine the radial eiectric field in the median plane. Le., the 

piaiie z = 0. If the distance w were f i t e .  this value would be simply given 
Lv 

free space . 
If we differentiate the potential as given by Eq. (12) to get an expression for 
the radial component of the electric field we obtain 

so that, in the plane 2 = 0 , 

3 



This last expression is easily evaluated: a plot of ?E, would be a straight 
line with value q/4lrro if the free-space potential were used. We piot here this 
quantity calculated as a function of rjw. The plot shows that at a distance 
of f = 4w the esective charge is 5 per cent of the original vaiue. 
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Figure 1: X Fiot of ?E; v6 T for w = 1. The free-space value is represented 
by the value 1. 
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Attachnent IV 

Compensating the Longitudinal Space-Charge 
Force in Isochronous Cyclotrons 

Richard K. Cooper. Ampam Corporation 
September 8. 1997 

1 Introduction 
A major problem with clean extraction of the beam kt an isochonous cy- 
clotron is the radial size of the beam, which is made greater by the presence 
of the iongitubal space charge electric fieid of the beam. This field acts on 
particles at the ieadmg and trailing edges of the beam, increasing the energy 
cif the particies in the lead and decreasing the energy of those in the tail. 
This increaseci energy spread leads to an increase in the radial extent of the 
beam. We propose here to compensate the longitudinal s&e charge elec- 
tric field by incorporating an inductive wall in the regions of the cyclotron in 
which the beam drifts. (If there is no free drift space the inductive wall could 
be placed in the bending magnets, but at an increase in co6t in providing 
the requisite bending field.) A simplified analysis follows. The idea of an 
inductive wail has previously been suggested for the compensation of longi- 
tudinal space charge in circular accelerators and storage rings[l],(2]. Recent 
experiments at LANL and KEK suggest that an inductive wall can indeed 
have salubrious effects. 

2 Analysis 
This analysis follows closely that of Albert Hofmannf3] for m u d  beams in 
round pipes. The geometry chosen for analysis is twcdimensional. That 
is, the beam is represented by a sheet beam and the vacuum chamber walls 
extend to pius and minus a t y  in z and y. The 5 axis is perpendicular to 
the median piane, and the beam moves in the z direction, with charge density 
p(z - vt). For ease of analysis we imagine the beam to consist of two parallel 
sheets of suriace charge density +a(z - v t )  located at z = fa. The surface 
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Fig-ure i The two-dimensional geometry d 3 y e d .  

charge density IS related to the volume charge density by u = p20. Assuming 
slow variations with 2. the electric field E,(z,t) = ~ a ( z - v t ) / ~ g  extends from 
T = a to r = 6. the height of the vacuum chaznber waU Additionally, there 
will be a y component of the magnetic field Hy = K = va(z - vt) extending 
from x = Q to x = b. See the details in Fig. 1. The vacuum chamber wall is 
corrugated in a manner to be described subsequently, the key feature being 
that the electric field lines from the beam terminate at x = i b ,  while the 
magnetic field of the beam extends further, BO that the beam movea in 89 
inductive environment. This corrugated wall will support a nonzero average 
2 component of the eiectric field, produced by the wall current. 

Perfcrming the h e  integrai around a path which extends from z = -1/2 
to +1/2 along the z axis, then up to x = b, back along x = 6 to z = -112 
and then returning to the starting point, we obtain 

Equating this result to the negative of the time rate of change of the flux 
though this path, -dFIux/dt=(b - a)ip&&lo/d.z, dividing through by I ,  
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and letting 1 go to zero gives us 

NOW 

so that, using  EO = 1/$ we have 

If the wall were perfectly conducting and perfectly smooth, this last term 
would be the eiectric field on &, and muld serve to give energy to partids 
in the head and take energy from particles in the tail. ( Note that at the 
head of the beam do/& is negative.) 

Kow the electric field along the wall will be given by - 

where L' is the inductance per unit length in the z direction. This indunance 
value will be calculated subsequently for a particular model of a wall. Putt- 
this last relation into the previous equation gives us 

so that this inductive term can c a n 4  the longitudinal spacecharge term, at 
least at one energy. 

3 An Inductive W d  
Let us take as a simple model of an inductive wall a conducting wall which 
co11sists of a plane located at z = a periodically recessed to a depth d. The 
reces8eB are filled with a material of relative permeability k. The recesees 
are of width w and the distance from one recess to the next is D. Figure 2 
shows the detail. The z component of the electric field will be zero along that 
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Figure 2: A model of an inductive wall. . 

portion of the wall lying dong x = a, and nonzero over the recess opening. 
h m g  that there is a current f d  per meter of iength in the y direction 
flowing dong the 1 = a portion and up and around the recess down agah 
to the 9 = a portion of the wall, there will be a magnetic field Hy = -14 
uniformiy filling the recess. (This analvsis will be d i d  when all dimensions 
are very mall compared to any wavelength generated by the beam current.) 
Integratmg the electric field a m  the re- opening and around the recess 
gives 

/E-dI = Ezw . 
and by Faradays law we must equate this to the negative of the time rate of 
change of the flux in the recess 

T h e  average value of the longitudinal electric fieM along the wall is therefore 
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Finallv, we take the wail current to be the negative of the beam current. and 
since 

we have 

and the average value of the longitudinal electric field along the wall is 

Comparing this expression with Eq. 3, we see that the inductance per unit 
length in the 2 direction is 

Putting all this in Eq. 3 gives us the expression for the Zield-on axis for this 
particuiar model of the vacuum chamber wall 

For compiete cancellation of the space-charge longitudinal field by the induc- 
tive wali field we have 

solving for fir 

For a rough estimLte of the relative permeability requred, neglect a with 
respect to b , set D = w,  and take d,  the depth of the recess, equal to b. 
Then 

1 # =  - .  
P2Y2 

The foilowing table shows the d u e  of 
energy. 

a6 a function of proton kinetic 
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From this t ade  i t  can be seen that for low proton energies. reasonable 
values of permeatxhtv wlll s&ce to cancel the longitudinal spacecharge field, 
while higher enermes czll for diamagnetic materials. There is. of come, RO 
real need for a m a g n e t l c  materials; in a real machine only a fraction of the 
arcumference wowa contain an inductive wall, and it is necessary for the 
inductive wall tr.eic IC De stronger than the spacecharge field by a factor of 
circderence~ I c!rcaxerence occupied by inductive wall), thus leadlng to a 
requrement u rum cnce again ~ v e s  reasonable vdues for permeability. 

4 Conclusion 
If there can be found space in a.n isochronous cyclotron in which an inductive 
wall can be installed. appears fe-ible to reduce the energy spread due to 
longitudinal space-&age electric fields., 
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